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Hotel De Hallen: designed for a perfect stay 

 

 

 

Hotel De Hallen is situated in a former tram depot dating from 1902 – now one of Amsterdam’s finest 

industrial heritage sites – blue steel and rusty highlights create an inspiring backdrop for each and every 

one of its guests.  Imagine: spacious surroundings with an abundance of plants, an infusion of vintage 

Scandinavian furniture and design, and a contemporary art collection hand-picked by owner Arjen van 

Den Hof and interior architect Marco van Veldhuizen. Add to this outstanding service and every mod con 

– et voilà – an absolute must-stay. In fact, Hotel De Hallen is the perfect spot from which to explore 

Amsterdam.  

 

This former tram depot building, in the heart of Amsterdam’s West district, has been lovingly restored. 

Along with architect Andre van Stigt, Van Den Hof deliberately retained elements of the former tram 

depot so as to imbue the 55-room hotel with an industrial look and feel. This is evident in its beautiful 

lobby, meeting room in a boardroom set-up, bar, terrace, and adjoining restaurant: Remise47. Serving 

French/International cuisine, guests and locals alike can enjoy classic and modern signature dishes, 

washed down with excellent wines and imaginative cocktails.  
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Hotel de Hallen is part of the 2,700-square-metre De Hallen complex which also features a library, 

cinema, boutiques and an indoor food market – all on its doorstep. What’s more: Amsterdam’s World 

Heritage canals, the museum and fashion quarters, and the boutique-laden Jordaan district are just a 

saunter away.  

 

 

More information: hoteldehallen.com 

 

 

 

About Vondel Hotels 

Vondel Hotels is an exclusive collection of 4-star hotels, luxury apartments and a b&nb, plus two stunning restaurants: all 

veritable draw-cards for business and leisure travellers alike. Each property bears the blueprint of hotelier and founder Arjen 

van den Hof who imbues each one with a simple yet remarkable concept: the creation of extraordinary interiors through an 

idiosyncratic clash of contemporary art and historical features. Throw outstanding hospitality and personal service into the mix 

and it’s easy to see why Vondel Hotels is so successful.  

 

The Vondel Hotels portfolio comprises: Hotel Vondel with restaurant JOOST, Hotel Roemer, b&nb Herengracht,  

Hotel JL Nº 76, Hotel De Hallen with restaurant Remise47, Apartments Prinsengracht and Apartments De Hallen. 

For more information please visit: vondelhotels.com  

 

Note to editors 

For more information about Hotel De Hallen, images and interviews, please contact Maren Veltmeijer, Marketing & PR 

Manager or Liesbeth Rinsema, Marketing Executive. 

E: marketing@vondelhotels.com 

T:  +31 (0)20 51 50 470 

M: +31 (0) 6 46 06 63 01 
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